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SUMMARY
The majority of neurons in the CNS are interneurons, yet they remain poorly understood due to lack of
molecular markers and genetic tools to probe their function. Here we develop atlas-builder software and
generate a three-dimensional “eNeuro” atlas of the Drososphila embryonic CNS containing eight transcription
factors and 75 Gal4 lines; we find that nuclei of motor neurons, neurosecretory cells, and interneurons occupy
stereotyped locations. Importantly, the eNeuro atlas identifies over 50% of all interneurons in the ventral CNS,
subdivides them into 115 distinct molecular classes, and documents 75 Gal4 lines that facilitate the study of
interneuron development and function. The eNeuro atlas will accept an unlimited number of markers and can be
‘queried’ by user-generated novel patterns to predict marker co-expression. We expect the atlas will serve as a
hub for integrating neuronal attributes – cell lineage, gene expression patterns, axon/dendrite projections,
neurotransmitters – and linking them to individual neurons.

HIGHLIGHTS



Individual identification and molecular markers for the majority of interneurons



75 Gal4 lines provide functional access to most interneurons and all motoneurons



Atlas builder software allows marker addition and novel pattern queries



Atlas builder software can be used in other tissues and organisms
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Introduction
Interneurons comprise the vast majority of cells in the mammalian and Drosophila CNS, and despite their
importance for all aspects of CNS function, they remain poorly understood compared to motor neurons and
glia. In Drosophila, the term interneuron refers to neurons whose axons and dendrites remain within the CNS,
and includes both local and projection neurons. Recently single neuron DiI labeling experiments revealed 270
bilateral pairs of interneurons with unique axon/dendrite morphology in each abdominal segment of the
embryonic CNS (Rickert et al., 2011), suggesting that most interneurons are likely to be uniquely identifiable.
Yet there are few anatomical or molecular landmarks in the CNS that are sufficiently detailed to permit
identification of single interneurons: perhaps only the posterior corner cell (pCC), which lies at the dorsal
surface of the CNS at the junction of the posterior commissure and longitudinal tracts, can be identified by its
position alone (Thomas et al., 1984). A few more interneurons can be identified by molecular markers (Doe et
al., 1988; Higashijima et al., 1996; Wheeler et al. 2006), but genetic tools for manipulating single
interneurons without affecting neighboring neurons do not exist. Thus, the major limitations in understanding
interneuron development and function are the lack of molecular markers that identify distinct subsets of
interneurons, and the lack of tools that allow the genetic or optogenetic manipulation of interneuron function.
A second independent limitation to the study of interneurons is the lack of database or atlas that can
reliably identify all the interneurons of the CNS at the single cell level, and can be updated with new markers
as they become available. There are several 2- or 3-dimensional “atlases” of Drosophila embryonic neural cell
types, including a neuroblast map (Broadus et al., 1995), a description of motor neuron morphology
(Landgraf et al., 1997), a catalog of all glia (Ito et al., 1995, Beckervordersandforth et al., 2008), an atlas of
interneuron morphology (Rickert et al., 2011), and CNS midline cell developmental expression profiles
(Wheeler et al., 2006; Wheeler et al., 2009). These existing datasets provide important molecular or
morphological markers that can be used to distinguish individual cells within the CNS. However, all of these
atlases/databases have two limitations: they are static, and thus new markers can’t be added; and new marker
patterns can’t be aligned with these atlases to identify cells co-expressing old and new markers.
Thus, our goals were (i) to generate an atlas that was open-ended (new markers can be continually added),
(ii) user-searchable (new markers can be overlaid on the atlas to identify the neurons expressing the new
markers), and (iii) to populate the atlas with molecular markers and Gal4 transgenic lines that are expressed in
sparse patterns of one or a few interneurons. Here we show that neuronal cell body position in the late
embryonic CNS is reproducible enough to allow the creation of a neuronal atlas at single cell resolution. We
use the nuclear transcription factor Even-skipped (Eve) as our fiduciary marker because it labels a sparse
pattern of individually identifiable neurons. We developed new software for building an expression atlas for
Eve and eight other transcription factors that label distinct neural subtypes: motor neurons, neurosecretory
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cells, midline cells, glia, and interneurons. We added 75 Gal4 transgene lines, each expressed in one or
several neurons, to make a final transcription factor/Gal4 meta-atlas — called the “eNeuro atlas” — that
provides coverage of the majority of interneurons in the CNS. Importantly, the eNeuro atlas is unique among
all known tissue or organism atlases that we are aware of due to two key features: it is user-searchable and
open-ended. Our ultimate goal following this study is to add additional Gal4 lines until we reach 100%
coverage, so that every neuron in the CNS can be identified and genetically manipulated.
Results
Even-skipped+ neurons can be used as positional landmarks in the embryonic CNS
To identify specific neurons based on their cell body positions, it is necessary to have invariant spatial
references points that are distributed in all regions of the CNS. Eve protein is restricted to the nuclei of a wellcharacterized subset of neurons distributed in all regions of the CNS (Doe et al., 1988), and thus is an excellent
candidate for use as a positional landmark. Here we focus on the second thoracic, third thoracic, and first
abdominal (T2, T3, A1) segments of the stage 16 embryonic CNS. Each of these segments has a set of unpaired
midline cells plus bilaterally symmetric left and right “hemisegments”. The choice of these three segments
provides good coverage of the ventral CNS: T2, T3, and A1 have important segment-specific differences, and
A1 serves as a proxy for the closely-related posterior A2-A7 segments (Schmid et al., 1999). We developed
computational tools to map the position of Eve+ nuclei from multiple samples. First, we collected nine high
resolution confocal image stacks of the Eve pattern in T2-A1 (Figure 1A; Supplemental File 1). Second, we
used the “Image Segmentation” plug-in of the Open Source software Vaa3D (Peng et al., 2010) to segment the
volume into Eve+ nuclei and background (Figure 1B). Third, we used VANO software (Peng et al., 2009) to
manually annotate each Eve+ nuclei with its cell name, marker, hemisegment (e.g. pCC/eve T2R)(Figure 1C).
This resulted in the assignment of a positional coordinate value (x, y, z axes) for each Eve+ neuron in the T2-A1
volume.
To determine if each Eve+ neuron had a predictable position within the CNS, we generated a new “Atlas
Builder” plugin program of Vaa3D. The “Build the atlas” function in the plug-in performed several tasks; (i) it
aligned each Eve+ image stack to a single Eve+ “target” image stack using rigid registration (Figure 1D), (ii)
determined the average position and volume for each Eve+ neuron, and calculated the standard deviation from
the average position for each Eve+ neuron; (iii) stored this quantitative information in an EVE_cellStatistics.txt
file (Supplemental File 2); (iv) generated a “single marker atlas” of Eve+ neurons consisting of a point cloud
file, EVE.apo, that displays a three-dimensional (3D) representation of the Eve neurons in the Vaa3D software
(Figure 1E-F, Supplemental File 3). We found that medial Eve+ neurons (aCC, pCC, RP2, U1-U5) had highly
reproducible positions, with an average standard deviation of ≤0.5 cell diameter in all three axes; the Eve+
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lateral cells (ELs) were slightly more variable (Figure 1D’). Importantly, each neuron in the atlas is represented
by a sphere whose size and position represents the average of all data collected on that neuron. Although there is
some variability in neuron position from embryo to embryo (Figure 1D), the average position of a neuron is
highly reproducible. We conclude that Eve+ nuclei have highly predictable positions within the CNS, and thus
can be used as a fiduciary marker for constructing an atlas containing multiple markers. Below we use the Eve
landmark to add over 80 neuronal and glial markers to produce an embryonic neural atlas, the eNeuro atlas.
Neuronal nuclei occupy highly predictable positions in the embryonic CNS
Next we asked whether all neural subtypes had reproducible positions. We co-stained for Eve and
transcription factor (TF) patterns that identify distinct neural subtypes: pMad (all motor neurons; McCabe et
al., 2003; O'Connor, 2005; Layden et al., 2006), Bar-Gal4 (subset motor neurons; Garces et al., 2006), Dimm
(most neurosecretory cells; Park et al., 2008), Repo (all glia; Xiong et al., 1994), Ap-Gal4 (subset
interneurons, subset neurosecretory cells; Bourgouin et al., 1992; Park et al., 2004), En (subset interneurons,
subset glia; Patel et al., 1989), and Hb9 (subset interneurons, subset motor neurons; Broihier and Skeath,
2002; Odden et al., 2002) (Figure 2A-G). See figure legend for full names and FlyBase synonyms. We
generated single marker atlases as described in the User Manual (Supplemental File 4) using the following
steps: (i) co-staining each marker with Eve and collecting 5-15 confocal stacks of the T2-A1 CNS; (ii)
segmenting all cells; (iii) manually annotating all cells for both Eve and the second marker; (iv) performing
rigid registration of the Eve pattern; and (v) calculating the position of each cell expressing the co-stained
marker (x,y,z centroid, average volume, and x,y,z standard deviation) (Figure 2A’-G’, Supplemental File 5).
We found that all neuronal markers had highly reproducible nuclear positions (Figure 2H). In contrast, glia
often had highly variable nuclear positions (Figure 2H), even though their cellular positions are known to be
more predictable (Beckervordersandforth et al., 2008). We draw two major conclusions from these results:
that the cell bodies of all assayed motor neurons, neurosecretory cells, and interneurons have predictable
positions within the CNS; and that some glia have more variable nuclear positions.
To determine if neurons in all regions of the CNS have similar positional reproducibilty, we compared
neuronal stereotypy along the anteroposterior, dorsoventral, and mediolateral axes of the CNS. We found only
minor differences along the anteroposterior or dorsoventral axes (data not shown). Interestingly, medial
neurons had more reproducible positions than lateral neurons (Figure 2I). Lateral neurons may appear more
variable in position due to annotation errors, because there are more gene expression clusters in the lateral
CNS and clusters are harder to accurately annotate. To test this idea, we measured the position of the single
FoxO+ neuron within the cluster of Eve lateral (EL) neurons (Nechipurenko and Broihier, 2012). As there is
only one FoxO+ neuron, it can be annotated perfectly, yet the FoxO+ neuron (yellow dots, Figure 2I) showed
the same positional variability as the other EL neurons and other lateral neurons (red and black dots, Figure
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2I). We conclude that biological factors, not annotation errors, lead to the increased positional variation in
lateral neurons.
Cell body position in late embryonic CNS can serve as an identifier of neuronal identity
Having shown that neuronal nuclei have highly reproducible positions, we wanted to test whether neuronal
position alone was sufficient to predict neuronal identity. For example, could we independently image two
marker patterns that have overlapping expression, add both markers to our atlas, and accurately predict which
neurons co-expressed both markers? To perform this test, we used the eight TF patterns described above. We
developed a “detect coexpressing cells” function for the Vaa3D Atlas Builder plug-in to compile a list of
predicted overlap among the eight single marker atlases (see Supplemental Methods). Briefly, this method
takes multiple xx.apo files and determines which cell centroids are within a user-specified diameter (we used
6 pixels [~ half the average nuclear diameter]), and generates a “.coexpress.apo” output file where cells
predicted to coexpress are colored white, and a “.coexpress.txt” file that gives a rank order of cells closest to
each target cell. The latter file is a good way to identify candidate cells that might co-express two markers.
We ran the “detect co-expressing cells” function on all eight TF single marker atlases, and determined the
number of true positives (co-expression found in vivo and predicted by atlas). We could identify 65% of our
computational predictions as true positives (35% false negatives), rising to over 80% true positives for
neurons in the medial CNS (Figure 2J). Although perfect accuracy is probably impossible due to existing
biological variation, the ranking of nearby candidate neurons will greatly facilitate identification of the
neurons that express a new marker (see below). Overall, we are able to predict the majority of co-expression
between markers at the single cell level, supporting the idea that neuronal location can serve as an identifier of
neuronal identity.
Single marker atlases for 75 Gal4 lines expressed in small subsets of neurons
Having determined that neuronal position can serve as an identifier of neuronal identity, we turned our
attention to finding markers for interneurons, which have previously been poorly characterized. Gal4 lines can
be used to drive expression of UAS-transgenes (Brand and Perrimon, 1993), a powerful approach for studying
interneuron development (e.g. by removing or misexpressing candidate developmental regulators) or function
(e.g. by monitoring, silencing or activating neuronal activity). In a previous large-scale screen of 5,000 Gal4
lines (Manning et al., 2012), we identified hundreds of lines that are expressed in small subsets of neurons
within the T2-A1 CNS. From these we selected 75 lines with strong, regular expression patterns at late
embryonic stages. We used each Gal4 line to express a nuclear localized GFP, co-stained for GFP and for the
fiduciary marker Eve, and acquired three to seven confocal stacks. Using our computational tools we made a
single marker atlas for each line (Figure 3; Supplemental File 6). The 75 single marker atlases contained a
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total of 1998 cells within the T2-A1 CNS, and 91% of the Gal4+ neurons had highly predictable positions
(Figure 3, bottom). Note that most Gal4+ cells are represented in all six hemisegments, but there are a few
cells that are not bilaterally symmetrical in the final atlas; these left/right asymmetric cells are likely due to
positional variability of the cells, or stochastisity in Gal4 expression. We conclude that Gal4 lines are
expressed in neurons with predictable positions.
Merging single marker atlases into a unified meta-atlas
We generated eight TF and 75 Gal4 line single marker atlases, labeling nearly 3000 cells in total, but cells
expressing multiple markers are represented multiple times among all of these single marker atlases. Thus, we
developed a “Merge coexpressing cells” function for the Vaa3d Atlas Builder plug-in to merge these single
marker atlases into a unified “meta-atlas.” A meta-atlas shows each neuron just once, as it is in the in vivo
CNS, and lists all markers expressed by a neuron. First, we used the plug-in to merge the eight transcription
factor atlases into a single transcription factor (TF) meta-atlas containing 714 cells (Figure 4A, Supplemental
File 7). Importantly, we fully validated all co-localized markers by in vivo experiments in the literature or
done in our lab (data not shown, Supplemental File 9). The TF meta-atlas matched well the gross morphology
of the Drosophila embryonic CNS, as best seen in a cross sectional view (compare Figure 4A’ to 4C). We
conclude that the TF meta-atlas represents known co-expression among markers at the single cell level, that it
mimics the gross anatomical features of the nerve cord, and that co-expression among markers in the TF
meta-atlas is fully validated by in vivo data.
Next we added the 75 Gal4 lines to make a meta-atlas containing 83 markers, called the eNeuro atlas
(Figure 4B, Supplemental File 8). We could not validate co-expression between Gal4 lines directly, so we
used a multi-step approach. First, we predicted Gal4/TF co-expression using our “dectect co-expressing cells”
plug-in (see above). Second, to validate these co-expression assignments we used in vivo co-expression of
Gal4 lines and TF markers (Figure 4D-G), distinctive nuclear morphology (e.g. Figure 4E), and distinctive
cell morphology (e.g. Figure 4H). In this manner, we were able to validate ~50% of our computationally
assigned Gal4/TF co-expression assignments (Figure 4I, Supplemental File 9). Third, we used the same
“dectect co-expressing cells” plug-in settings to merge all cells showing Gal4/Gal4 co-expression. The merger
of all 75 Gal4 and eight TF single marker atlases resulted in a single, comprehensive eNeuro meta-atlas
containing 1362 unique cells in T2-A1 (Figure 4I, Supplemental Files 8,10). Although we could not validate
all predicted co-localizations in the eNeuro meta-atlas (as we did in the TF meta-atlas), we only detected one
error among all cells that were experimentally assayed (which we corrected manually), suggesting that the
vast majority of the co-localization predictions are accurate. We conclude that our computational coexpression tools are sufficiently accurate to generate an 83 marker eNeuro atlas that represents the majority of
all neurons in the T2-A1 embryonic CNS.
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The eNeuro atlas identifies the majority of interneurons, subdivides interneurons into 115 distinct
molecular classes, and provides tools to probe the function of single interneurons
An important goal of this work is to increase the number of individually identified interneurons. To determine
how many interneurons we identified in the eNeuro atlas, we defined interneurons as triple-negative for pMad
(motor neurons), Dimm (neurosecretory cells) and Repo (medial glia) as well as having low positional
variability (thus excluding lateral glia). This gave us an average of 324 interneurons per segment (Figure 5A;
337 in T2, 339 in T3, 295 in A1). We used two methods to estimate the total number of interneurons in each
segment, and thus determine our interneuron coverage: (i) 540 interneurons based on single interneuron DiI
labeling (Rickert et al., 2011), which does not include unpaired midline neurons, and (ii) an average of 549
interneurons per segment (515 in T2, 542 in T3, 589 in A1); this estimate is based on our own counts of
Elav+ neurons minus pMad+ motor neurons and Dimm+ neurosecretory cells, and includes midline neurons.
Thus, the eNeuro atlas identifies 59-60% of the interneuron population in T2-A1 depending on the method of
counting total interneuron numbers (Figure 5B). We conclude, using two independent methods, that the
eNeuro atlas identifies a majority of interneurons in the stage 16 embryonic CNS.
A second goal of this work is to increase the number of uniquely identified interneurons. To determine the
extent of interneuronal diversity, we analyzed the expression of all markers within the eNeuro interneuron
population. Here we describe our analysis of the A1R hemisegment, but similar results were observed across
T2-A1 (Figure 5C). The eNeuro atlas contains 141 interneurons in A1R. These interneurons can be
subdivided into 73 molecularly distinct classes; a class contains one or more neurons expressing the same
complement of molecular markers. Of these classes, 43 contain just a single molecularly distinct interneuron
(Figure 5D; Supplemental Table 1). We note that this is a minimum estimate of interneuronal diversity
because many (~129) interneurons expressed zero markers or ( ~105) just one marker, and thus additional
markers should rapidly increase the number of molecularly distinct interneurons (see Discussion). We predict
that each interneuron will have a unique transcriptional profile, matching its unique cell lineage and cell
morphology.
Another important goal of this work is to characterize Gal4 tools that can be used to probe the function of
single or small numbers of interneurons. Before this study there were few if any genetic tools that could be
used to study the development and function of single interneurons. Here we provide 73 Gal4 lines that label
small subsets of interneurons. These lines can be used directly as markers or tools, but because the vast
majority of these lines were made with a defined cis-regulatory DNA fragment inserted into a defined attP site
(Pfeiffer et al., 2010) it will be simple to generate split-Gal4 or Gal80 versions to refine their pattern of
expression to single interneurons. For example, R48G05-Gal4 is expressed in three neurons (dMP2, MP1, and
IN147; Figure 5E) while R21B12-Gal4 is expressed in two of these neurons (dMP2, MP1; Figure 5F).
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Combining R48G05-Gal4 with R21B12-Gal80 should result in Gal4 expression restricted to a single
interneuron, IN147 (Figure 5G). We draw the following conclusions from our analysis of interneurons in the
eNeuro atlas: (i) the eNeuro atlas can be used to individually identify the majority of interneurons in the
ventral CNS, (ii) each interneuron is likely to have a unique transcriptional profile, and (iii) the eNeuro atlas
provides functional access to the majority of interneurons in the ventral CNS.
The eNeuro atlas provides functional access to small subsets of motor neurons
Although our primary focus was on interneurons, we found that the eNeuro atlas also provided unprecedented
functional access to motor neurons. The eNeuro atlas identified ~41 pMad+ cells per hemisegment. This
includes previously characterized Eve+, Hb9+ or Bar+ motor neuron subsets that project out different nerve
roots (Landgraf and Thor, 2006), as well as poorly-characterized Eve/Hb9/Bar triple-negative motor neurons
(Figure 6A; white cells). Whereas previously there were a handful of molecularly distinct motor neuron
subtypes (Landgraf and Thor, 2006), we have now expanded the molecular diversity of motor neurons to
nearly single cell level. In A1 alone we identified 23 molecularly distinct classes of motor neurons, including
19 molecularly distinct single motor neurons (Figure 6B; Supplemental Table 2). We predict that every motor
neuron has a unique and reproducible gene expression profile.
We demonstrate the utility of the atlas to resolve open questions about the biology of motor neurons.
First, we used the R23G10-Gal4 to trace the axon projection of a previously uncharacterized Eve/Hb9/Bar
triple-negative motor neuron, which we name MDM2. We found that MDM2 projects across the midline and
out the contralateral ISN nerve root (Figure 6C). In addition, we were able to refine our understanding of
Hb9+ motor neurons. Although most Hb9+ motor neurons project out the intersegmental nerve (ISN), some
have been reported to project out the segmental nerve root (SN) to transverse somatic muscles (Broihier and
Skeath, 2002), similar to the projection pattern of the Bar+ motor neurons (Garces et al., 2006). Our atlas did
not contain any Hb9+ BarH+ co-expressing neurons; in agreement with the eNeuro atlas we did not observe
any Hb9+ neurons projecting out the SN to transverse muscles (Supplemental Figure 1). We conclude that the
Hb9+ motoneurons do not co-express Bar or project out the SN, at least at embryonic stage 16. Thus, the
eNeuro atlas provides the tools for developmental and functional analysis of individual and poorly
characterized groups of motor neurons.
The eNeuro atlas identifies all known midline neurons and glia
As a final test of the completeness and accuracy of the eNeuro atlas, the 75 Gal4 lines and 8 TFs that
constitute the eNeuro atlas were scanned for cells residing at the midline. The Drosophila CNS midline cells
at stage 16 consist of well-defined yet diverse group of ~22 cells/segment. This includes all of the neuronal
and glial progeny of single-minded (sim)+ mesectodermal precursors (Kearney et al., 2004; Wheeler et al.,
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2006), the mesodermal-derived dorsal median (DM) cells that reside just dorsal to the CNS (Chiang et al.,
1994), and the channel glia (CG) that are derived from neuro-glioblast 7-4 and migrate to the midline (Isshiki
et al. 2001; Ito et al., 1995). Four TFs (EN, HB9, pMAD, REPO) and 20 Gal4 lines were expressed in subsets
of midline cells in the eNeuro atlas (Supplemental Table 3). The position of the eNeuro midline cells strongly
resembles the in vivo position of the midline cells (compare Figure 7A,A’ to 7B,B’; Supplemental File 15;
Wheeler et al., 2006); including both Sim+ midline cells (magenta in Figure 7A,B) and Sim- MP1 neurons,
H-cell, and mVUM midline cells (green in Figure 7A,B). We conclude that the eNeuro atlas identifies all
known midline cells. Furthermore, the eNeuro atlas identifies multiple Gal4 lines labeling small subsets of
midline cells that will be useful for developmental and function analyses (Figure 7C), including Gal4 lines
that label subsets of MNB progeny and anterior midline glia (AMG) which had not previously been
distinguished at the molecular level. We draw the following conclusions from our analysis of midline cells in
the eNeuro atlas: (i) the eNeuro atlas provides functional access to previously genetically-inaccessible midline
cells in the ventral CNS, and (ii) the atlas individually identifies all midline cells in the ventral CNS,
demonstrating the completeness and accuracy of eNeuro atlas.
Discussion

AtlasBuilder software
To our knowledge, the eNeuro atlas has three unique attributes among atlas databases. First, it is openended: an unlimited number of markers can be added. In the future we will provide updated marker atlas files
on our website, and add atlas files from other users with their permission. Our goal is to provide complete
coverage of all neurons in the embryonic CNS. Second, the eNeuro atlas is user-searchable: new users can
make their own single marker atlas, and then use the co-expression prediction tool as a “BLAST”-like
application to predict what neurons express their markers (see below). Third, the AtlasBuilder software can be
used in any organism, as long as the objects have predictable positions.
We provide single marker atlases for all 83 markers used, plus an additional Sim.apo single marker atlas
that was used to test our software pipeline prior to publication (Supplemental Files 5-6). In addition, we
provide two meta-atlases that contain multiple markers (the fully-validated eight TF meta-atlas and the
partially validated 83 marker eNeuro meta-atlas [Supplemental Files 7-8]). Finally, we provide cell typespecific atlases for motor neurons, neurosecretory cells, interneurons, a subset of glia, and midline cells
(Supplemental Files 11-15), which are useful for quickly identifying the cell type of a new marker.
Limitations of the single marker atlases are potential annotation errors that exaggerate positional variability,
as well as stochasticity in Gal4 expression that results in some neurons and glia being unrepresented or
unilaterally represented in the atlas. Notably, proper embryo staging is critical, because we have found that
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expression of Gal4 lines used in this study can be dynamically expressed over time (data not shown). It is
likely that the eNeuro meta-atlas contains some errors in cell merging. These are likely to be rare, however,
because we examined 171 of 243 predicted Gal4/TF co-expressing cells and found only one error, which was
manually corrected; the Gal4/Gal4 predictions are likely to have a similar accuracy.

Using the atlas builder software to make a new single marker atlas
We have provided the software for the generation of new single marker atlases, and for “BLASTing”
them against any of our single marker or meta-atlases to determine the identity of the cells expressing the new
marker. Detailed instructions are in the User manual (Supplemental File 4). Briefly, generating a new single
marker atlas requires the following steps: (1) stain stage 16 embryos for Eve and the marker of interest, and
obtain 5-10 confocal stacks of segments T2-A1 taken at 0.3m steps; (2) download Vaa3D from
http://Vaa3d.org/, and use the image segmentation plug-in to segment the neuronal nuclei; (3) download Vano
from http://vano.cellexplorer.org/Home and uniquely annotate the neurons (note only medial Eve cells are
needed for registration, and any subset of cells expressing the new marker can be used); (4) use the “Atlas
Builder” Vaa3D plug-in to register the Eve/new marker patterns to the target Eve pattern (Supplemental Files
3-4), which outputs the new single marker atlas as a newmarker.apo file that can be viewed in Vaa3d, and a
newmarker_cellStatistics.txt file.
The new single marker atlas can be “BLASTed” against any of the atlases provided in this paper, or any
newly generated atlas to determine the most likely neurons that express the new marker. To do this requires
using the Vaa3D Atlas builder plug-in “Detect coexpressing cells” function. This function generates two
output files: a “.coexpress.apo” in which cells that are predicted to coexpress are colored white, and a
“.coexpress.txt” file, which lists each candidate cell followed by all cells found within the user specified
radius. The plug-in should provide ~80% accuracy for the neurons in the medial portion of the CNS, and
additional rules can be manually applied to increase accuracy (see methods). Note that we currently do not
provide the tools to merge new atlases into the eNeuro meta-atlas, but can do this upon request, so we can
maintain a single, universal, publically-available eNeuro atlas.
Interneuron identification, diversity, and functional access
There are ~270 interneurons per hemisegment (Richert et al., 2011; our results), and the eNeuro atlas uniquely
identifies a majority of these interneurons. Although more interneurons were estimated in our previous
neuroblast clonal analysis (Schmid et al., 1999), those counts were done at a later stage of embryogenesis.
The markers described here not only represent a large increase in the number of molecularly distinct
interneurons that have been published to date, but are by far the largest number of Gal4 lines expressed in
specific interneurons in the embryonic CNS. We expect the interneuronal Gal4 lines to be an invaluable
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resource for developmental and functional studies. Developmental studies could use these lines as markers to
characterize cell fate or patterning mutants, as tools for transcriptional profiling of interneurons, their cisregulatory DNA may help identify genes regulating interneuron development, and permanent labeling
methods could be used to trace the embryonic interneuron into the larval and adult CNS, where it could be
assayed for function. Functional studies could use these Gal4 lines to monitor and correlate neuronal activity
with larval behavior, or to silence/activate neurons to probe the role of specific interneurons in neural circuits
driving larval behaviors.
Our eNeuro atlas is not yet “saturated” for interneuron markers. There are still ~40% of interneurons that
do not express any TF or Gal4 line, and many other interneurons express just one marker. Thus, it is likely
that addition of more markers will give every interneuron a unique molecular signature, matching its unique
lineage and cell morphology (Schmid et al., 1999, Rickert et al., 2011). For example, we subdivide the Eve+
EL cluster into just two groups (R11F02-Gal4 positive or negative), but a suite of markers that uniquely label
each EL neuron has been previously reported (Tsuji et al., 2008). Importantly, it is simple to add new markers
to the meta-atlas: each new marker just needs to be co-stained with Eve, annotated, and computationally
placed into the meta-atlas. We anticipate that additional markers will allow the unique identification of – and
functional access to – every interneuron in the ventral CNS.
Our analysis shows that motor neurons and interneurons are strikingly similar at the molecular level. We
did not find any Gal4 lines that were pan-motor neuronal or pan-interneuronal. For example, 25 Gal4 lines are
expressed in A1 motor neurons, and 23 of these also express in interneurons; the other two are expressed in
small subsets of motor neurons. Moreover, cell body position is equally stereotyped among motor neurons
and interneurons (Figure 2H), which was not the case for glia. We conclude that motor neurons and
interneurons are more similar than different at the level of gene expression and reproducible position within
the CNS.
Future directions
An obvious next step is to add more markers to the eNeuro atlas: new sparse Gal4 lines, Gal80 lines, split
Gal4 lines, and antibody markers that label important neural subtypes. Virtually all of the Gal4 lines in the
eNeuro atlas are from the Rubin JFRC collection (Pfeiffer et al., 2010), so it is easy to replicate a pattern with
a split Gal4 or Gal80, thereby allowing intersectional methods to predictably focus Gal4 expression to one or
a few neurons for functional studies. Our primary future goal is to use the eNeuro atlas to characterize
interneuronal diversity, and the function of single interneurons in the neural circuits driving larval
locomotion. Lastly, the eNeuro atlas assigns unique names to all neurons and glia, and thus it can serve as a
hub for integrating neuronal attributes -- cell lineage, gene expression patterns, axon/dendrite projections,
neurotransmitters -- and linking them to individual neurons.
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Methods
Fly genetics. We used standard methods for propagating fly stocks. Transcription factor patterns were
determined in wild type flies (yellow white; yw). Gal4 patterns were determined by crossing males containing
the Gal4 transgene to females containing UAS-GFP with a nuclear localization sequence (Bloomington stock
#6452). We also crossed select Gal4 lines with a UAS-GFP targeted to the membrane (Bloomington stocks
#32184, #32197). We used the following Gal4 lines: BN-gal4 (Sato et al., 1999), Ap-Gal4 (Bloomington stock
#3041); 9-58-Gal4 (Ulrike Heberlein); a227-Gal4 (Julie Simpson); Hb9-Gal4 (Broihier and Skeath, 2002); all
other Gal4 lines were generated at JRFC (Pfeiffer et al., 2008).
Embryo immunostaining, staging. We used standard methods to stain Drosophila embryos (Manning et al.,
2012). Primary antibodies were mouse Even-skipped (Eve) 2B8 (1:50), mouse Engrailed (En) 4D9 (1:10), rat
Elav (1:10), all from the Developmental Studies Hybridoma Bank developed under the auspices of the NICHD
and maintained by The University of Iowa, Department of Biology, Iowa City, IA 52242; guinea pig Dimmed
(Dimm) (1:100; gift of S. Thor, Linkoping Univ, Sweden); rat Reversed Polarity (Repo) (1:1000; Campbell et
al., 1994), rabbit phospho-Mothers against dpp (pMad or PS1) (pS1 1:300; Peter Ten Dijke); chicken GFP
(1:1000; Aves, Tigard, OR); rabbit Extra-extra (Exex, or Hb9) (1:1000; Odden et al., 2002), guinea pig antiFoxO (1:20; Nechipurenko and Broihier, 2012). Secondary antibodies were from Invitrogen/Molecular Probes
(Eugene, OR) and we used according to manufacturer’s instructions. Stage 16 embryos were selected for
imaging based on morphological criteria (Pereanu et al., 2007).
Image acquisition, figure assembly. Images were acquired on a BioRad Radiance, Zeiss 700 or 710 confocal
microscope with a 63X objective collected at 0.3 or 0.5μm steps (from 30-60 images per stack, depending on
the orientation of the CNS; precise orientation is unnecessary). Images were cropped in ImageJ (NIH), and
saved as TIF stacks. Some TIF stacks were used to generate the atlas (stained with Eve and one or two other
markers), whereas other TIF stacks were used to validate co-expression and for figures. Figures were
assembled in Adobe Illustrator.
Segmentation. We used the “Cell_Segmentation” plug-in of the Vaa3D software (https://vaa3d.org) (Peng et
al., 2010). For each transcription factor we segmented and annotated a median of ten image stacks. We
segmented a median of five image stacks per Gal4 line.
Annotation. Neuron names were taken from the literature or otherwise assigned de novo. Neuron names in a
single marker atlas had the following syntax: “name/marker hemisegment” (e.g. pCC/eve T2R or A/19H09
T2R). Hemisegment identity was based on neuron position at mid stage 16; the U1-U5 neurons defined the
posterior boundary of each segment. We wrote a series of Ruby scripts to detect annotation errors such as
typos, name duplications or other errors (code is available upon request). Names from each single marker
atlas were reassigned in the merged meta-atlases using the following syntax: “name hemisegment:
name/marker1 hemisegment, name/marker2 hemisegment, etc” (e.g. pCC T2R: pCC/eve T2R, pCC/14E12
T2R), described in more detail in the Atlas Builder Manual (Supplemental File 4). We used VANO
annotation software for all annotations (Peng et al., 2009).
Registration. We used Eve+ neurons as the controlling points for aligning image stacks into a common
coordinate system. To add a new marker to the atlas, a user must co-stain an embryo with Eve and with the
marker of interest, creating an image stack with two (or more) channels. All channels are then segmented and
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annotated. To minimize the labor of manually annotating the Eve pattern, we used only the Eve+ medial
neurons (aCC, pCC, RP2, U1-U5) in each segment --as this was sufficient for optimal registration (data not
shown). For new markers, annotation can be done on just one cell of interest or on all cells. Rigid registration
is done using a newly developed Vaa3D plug-in called AtlasBuilder (see Atlas builder manual and
Supplemental Methods). It calculates an average position of each nucleus, which act as unique x,y,z
coordinates in virtual space; it also calculates the standard deviation of the variance of actual centers from the
mean, which acts as a measure of the stereotypy of each cell. For complete list of data produced by
registration see the cellStatistics.txt file for each atlas. It is possible to use AtlasBuilder to build atlases with
different confidence thresholds, which are calculated based on how often a given cell appears in image stacks
(Supplemental Methods). For transcription factor atlases we included only cells that were found in 33% or
more of the image stacks; for Gal4 atlases we included all cells.
Co-expression prediction and confirmation. To establish in vivo coexpression between markers, we used data
from previously published reports, or performed co-labeling experiments ourselves. We also scored for
projection patterns/cell morphology and nuclear shape where these characteristics had been reported in the
literature (Supplemental File 9). To predict overlap between single marker atlases, we developed a “Detect
coexpressing cells” function in AtlasBuilder (see Supplemental Methods). This method takes two or more
xx.apo files (single atlases and/or meta-atlases) and determines which cells are within a user-specified
distance (we used 6 pixels, which is just over half the average nuclear diameter). We did not use symmetry or
bilateral rules although they are available (see Supplemental Methods). Our plug-in generates two output
files: a “.coexpress.apo” in which cells that are predicted to coexpress are colored white, and a
“.coexpress.txt” file, which lists each candidate cell followed by all cells found within the user specified
radius. To optimize co-expression accuracy for use in generating the “eNeuro” atlas (see next section) we
tested a set of rules: we called two markers co-localized only if they were predicted to co-localize in 1, 2, or 3
hemisegments, and tested which performed better using the “ground truth” fully validated TF meta-atlas.
Using the 1/6 co-localized criteria gave a 96% true positive rate, 4% false negative rate, and 51% false
positive rate (too many false positives); using 2/6 co-localized gave 84% true positives, 16% false negatives,
and 30% false positives (we call this “rule 2” and applied it when merging to make the eNeuro atlas, see
below); using 3/6 co-localized gave 40% true positives, 60% false negatives, and 6% false positives (too
many false negatives).
Merging. We wrote a “Merge coexpressing cells” plug-in for Vaa3d AtlasBuilder (see Supplemental Methods
for details). Briefly, this method takes two types of input: xx.apo files (single marker atlases or meta-atlases)
and a user generated look-up table text file indicating the name of each new cell and the names of the original
cells to be merged (Supplemental File 10). The merging plug-in produces a new atlas with both xx.apo and
_cellstatistics.txt files containing positional information for the new cells; these new positions are calculated
from the average positions of all original cells even if they come from two separate .apo files. In the resulting
atlas model all markers expressing in a given cell are listed in the comments column of the .apo file (e.g.
Figure 1F, #18). To make the TF meta-atlas, we assigned each subtype a new name, which was simply a
truncated version of our original names (i.e., aCC/eve T2R and aCC/pMAD T2R became aCC T2R). To make
the eNeuro atlas we discarded any low quality cells: cells appearing in less than 33% of the annotated Gal4
line image stacks, or cells with average standard deviation of nuclear position to be greater than a single cell
diameter. We used the “Detect coexpressing cells” function to generate a list of predicted co-expression
among all 83 of our atlases. We semi-manually (using Ruby scripts) applied “rule 2” (see above) to compile a
second-generation matrix of predicted co-expression. We then used Ruby scripts and MATLAB to view the
matrix of co-expression as biograph objects. Code is available upon request. We merged cells in this order:
MPs (dMP2, vMP2, MP1), Eve+ cells, Bar+ cells, Hb9+ cells, pMad+ cells, cells predicted to label with other
transcription factors, all other cells. Each subtype was assigned a name; if the cell appeared in the TF metaatlas, we used the same name; all others (646 cells) were assigned names using “IN” as a prefix followed by a
three-digit number, such as “IN094” (see Supplemental File 10 for complete list of merged cells).
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Standard deviation of cell body position. Cell diameter was calculated by calculating the mean volume for all
cells, and then solving for r assuming mean volume = 4/3πr3. Mean standard deviation of cell position was
calculated as x,y,z standard deviation (std_x, std_y, std_z)/3 in Figure 2. In Figure 1 average standard
deviation was calculated similarly, but we combined data from cell bodies in all hemisegments (e.g., aCC
represents data from aCC/eve T2R, T2L, T3R, T3L, A1R and A1L). We used Pearson’s correlation
coefficient in MATLAB to quantify the degree of correlation between variance in nuclear position and
location along each of the three axes.
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Figure 1. Even-skipped+ neurons have highly predictable positions in the embryonic CNS

(A) Image acquisition. A 3D rendering of a stage 16 CNS stained with anti-Even-skipped (Eve). Segments
T2-A1 shown, anterior up, ventral view, rotated 45-degrees about anteroposterior axis.
(B) Segmentation. A 3D rendering of the image in A after segmentation. Each nucleus appears as a distinct
object, assigned a random color.
(C) Annotation. Cells in A1R (white box in B). Each segmented cell is given a user-defined name/marker
prefix (e.g. U4/eve) and a hemisegment suffix (e.g. A1R). Anterior to the top, z-projection. Scale bar, 10 μm.
(D) Registration. A 3D rendering of cells from nine segmented, annotated images stacks are overlaid, to
illustrate the variation in position from embryo to embryo for each Eve+ cell. (D’) The average standard
deviation in cell body position for all Eve+ cells is a measure of the variance in position for each set of nuclei.
(E,F) User Interface. In the final Eve single marker atlas each nucleus in the Eve pattern is shown by a single
sphere. The sphere’s diameter represents the mean size of the nuclei, and the sphere’s location represents the
mean x,y,z position of each nucleus. A view of the Eve pattern in the atlas viewer was obtained by drag and
dropping the EVE.apo file (Supplemental File 3) in to the V3aaD window. See the User manual
(Supplemental File 4) for a description of functions 1-21.
Figure 2. Motor neurons, neurosecretory neurons, interneurons, and a subset of glia have predictable
positions in the embryonic CNS
(A-G) In vivo transcription factor expression patterns (green, names shown at top) co-stained with the
fiduciary marker Even-skipped (Eve, magenta). Segments T2-A1 shown; maximum intensity projections; coexpressing cells appear white. Scale bar, 10 μm. FlyBase full names: Eve, Even-skipped; pMad, phosphoMothers against Dpp; Dimm, Dimmed; Repo, Reverse polarity; BN, BarH1/BarH2; Hb9, Extra-extra (Exex);
Ap, Apterous; En, Engrailed.
(A’-G’) Single marker atlases for each pair of markers shown in A-G. Co-expressing cells are represented by
overlapping green/magenta spheres because single marker atlases do not account for co-expression.
(H) A histogram shows the distribution of average standard deviation of nuclear position grouped by gene
expression. Note that only glia (Repo+) have variable nuclear positions.
(I) The average standard deviation in nuclear position of the uniquely identifiable Eve+, FoxO+ neural
subtype (yellow), is similar to that of the Eve+ lateral cluster of neurons (red), and of other laterally
positioned neurons (black).
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(J) Scoring prediction accuracy. We used experimental analysis and literature searches to compile a complete
list of co-expression among all eight transcription factors, and found co-expression among 199 cells. We used
the “detect co-expressing cells” function to compile a list of predicted co-expression among the eight TF.apo
files. Of the co-expressions predicted by our computational tools, 133 were correct (67%); ranging from 83%
correct in the medial CNS, to 58% and 50% correct in the intermediate and lateral CNS, respectively.
Figure 3. Single marker atlases for 75 Gal4 lines expressed in small subsets of neurons

Single marker atlases for 75 sparsely-expressing Gal4 lines. Gal4+ nuclei are shown in black, with the Gal4
name underneath each image; Eve+ nuclei are white; Segments T2-A1 shown; anterior up; ventral view with at
45-degree rotation about the anterior-posterior axis. For a list of all individual cells and statistics see
Supplemental File 6. Bottom: histogram showing the distribution of average standard deviation of nuclear
position for cells labeled by Gal4-expression.
Figure 4. Merging single marker atlases into a unified meta-atlas

(A) TF meta-atlas (Supplemental File 8) is made from merging all transcription factor single marker atlases.
Segments T2-A1 shown, anterior up. (A’) Cross section view of neurons in the A1 TF meta-atlas; the clear
zone is the neuropil; dorsal up.
(B) eNeuro atlas (Supplemental File 7) is a merge of 83 transcription factor and gal4 line single marker
atlases. Views as in A and A’.
(C) Elav+ neurons in the Drosophila stage 16 CNS shown in a single optical cross section (XZ view); the
clear zone is the neuropil; dorsal up. Scale bar, 10 μm.
(D-E) Atlas-predicted (D) and in vivo validated (E) marker co-expression. Segments T2-A1 shown, anterior
up. (D) The “detect coexpressing cells” plug-in predicts R35D09 and Hb9 co-expression in dMP2 and vMP2
(white). (E-E’) Co-expression of R35D09 and Hb9 in dMP2 (arrowhead) and vMP2 (arrow) is experimentally
validated. Scale bar, 10 μm.
(F-G) Atlas-predicted (F) and in vivo validated (G) marker co-expression. Segments T2-A1 shown, anterior
up. (F) The “detect coexpressing cells” plug-in predicts R12E07 and Repo co-expression in the B-SPG glial
cell (white). (G-G’) Co-expression of R12E07 and Repo in B-SPG (arrow) is experimentally validated.
(I) The distinctive glial cell shape can be used to help validate Gal4 line cell identification. R12E07 driving
membrane GFP reveals the characteristic sub-perineural glia morphology in the B-SPG (arrow). Scale bar, 10
μm.
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Figure 5. The eNeuro atlas identifies the majority of interneurons, subdivides interneurons into distinct
molecular classes, and provides tools to probe the function of single interneurons

(A) All interneurons in the eNeuro atlas. Each molecularly different group is represented by a different color
(see Supplemental File 13). Top panel, segments T2-A1, anterior up. Bottom panel, cross-sectional view with
dorsal to the top.
(B) eNeuro atlas identifies a majority of interneurons in the ventral CNS. White bars, coverage based on 270
interneurons per hemisegment (Rickert et al., 2011). Black bars, coverage based on Elav+pMad-Dimmneurons (see text for quantification).
(C) eNeuro atlas reveals interneuronal molecular diversity. White bars, molecularly distinct interneuron
classes. Black bars, molecularly unique single interneurons.
(D) Interneurons that have a unique Gal4 line profile are shown each as a different color. Top panel, segments
T2-A1 shown, anterior up. Bottom panel, cross-sectional view with dorsal to the top.
(E-F) The eNeuro atlas can be used to characterize known and previously unknown interneurons. The
indicated Gal4 lines driving membrane GFP (green) co-stained with the longitudinal axon tract marker FasII
(magenta). Segments T2-A1, anterior up. (E-E’) R48G05-Gal4 reveals the projection patterns of the
previously characterized dMP2 (white circles) along the DM fascicle (white arrowhead), MP1 (dashed
circles) along the CI fascicle (arrow), and the previously uncharacterized IN147 (yellow arrowhead) along the
lateral side of the neuropile (hollow arrow). (F-F’) R21B12-Gal4 shows two dMP2 and MP1. Symbols are the
same as used in E. (E-F) Maximum intensity projection image through the volume of the neuropile. Scale bar
10 μm.
(G-I) The eNeuro atlas can be used to design combinatorial genetics for obtaining Gal4 expression in single
interneurons. Segments T2-A1, anterior up. (G) R48G05-Gal4 marks dMP2, MP1 and IN147. (H) R21B12Gal4 marks dMP2 and MP1. (I) Generating R21B12-Gal80 and crossing to R21B12-Gal4 should result in
Gal4 expression in a single interneuron, IN147.
Figure 6. eNeuro atlas reveals molecular diversity among motor neurons, and provides functional
access to individual motor neurons

(A) pMAD+ motor neurons can be subdivided based on transcription factor expression into: Bar+ pMAD+
cells (red) reported to project out SN; HB9+, pMAD+ (green) cells reported to project out ISN and SN; Eve+,
pMAD+ (blue) cells reported to project out ISN; and poorly characterized triple-negative pMAD+ (white)
motor neurons. Note there is no overlap between HB9+, Bar+, and Eve+ cells. Segments T2-A1, anterior up.
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(B) The eNeuro atlas reveals molecularly distinct motor neuron subtypes, each indicated by a different color.
MDM2 neural subtype, labeled by R23G10-Gal4 is shown in black. Segments T2-A1, anterior up.
(C-C’) R23G10-Gal4 crossed to UAS-myristolated-GFP (green) reveals MDM2 contralateral axon motor
projections out the ISN (arrowhead), and interneuron IN014 (dashed circle) anterograde projections along an
intermediate fasicle (asterisk). FasII+ motor axon projections (magenta). Segments T2-A1, anterior up. Scale
bar, 5 μm.

Figure 7. All midline cells are present in the eNeuro atlas.
(A,A’) Atlas view of Sim+ midline cells (magenta) and Sim- midline cells (green). (A) Dorsal view; anterior
up; dashed line, midline. (A’) Sagittal view.
(B) Composite image of ten confocal slices of a stage 16 sim-Gal4 UAS-tau-GFP embryo stained with antiGFP (green) and anti-Sim (magenta). Dorsal view; anterior up; dashed line, midline. (B’) Single slice sagittal
view of a stage 16 sim-Gal4 UAS-tau-GFP embryo.
(C) Atlas view of midline cells generated from 20 Gal4 lines and 4 TFs. Color code: anterior midline glia
(AMG; salmon), dorsal median cells (DM; cayenne), MP1s (aqua), H-cell sib (magnesium), H-cell (banana),
median neuroblast (MNB; moss), MNB progeny (pMNB; flora), channel glia (D-CD, V-CG; mocha),
mVUMs (orchid), and iVUMs (strawberry). Note that eNeuro.apo and MidlineCells.apo depict additional
AMG glia since their position can vary due to migration. Midline cell types depicted here and in eNeuro are
described in detail in Wheeler, et al. (2006, 2009, 2012). Sagittal view.
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Supplemental Files
Supplemental Figure 1. Hb9+ motor neurons do not project out SNa nerve root.
Hb9-Gal4 crossed to UAS-myristolated-GFP (green) counter stained with FasII+ to highlight motor axon projections
(magenta). SNa (purple arrowhead), SNa nerve root; A, abdominal segment; anterior to the top; midline to the left; scale
bar 10 microns.
Supplemental File 1. Target eve stack
Supplemental File 2. Cell statistics data for the Eve+ neurons
This EVE_cellstats.txt file shows columns for cell name (e.g. aCC/eve A1R where aCC=cell name, eve=marker,
A1R=hemisegment), mean_x, mean_y, mean_z position (where units are pixels; note that the average nuclear diameter is
10 pixels), mean_vol (nuclear volume), std_x, std_y, std_z (standard deviation along the x, y, or z axis), cellstd_vol
(standard deviation of the volume), observed, expected, ratio (expected is the number of embryos images and thus the
maximum times the cell could be present; observed is the actual number of times the cell was detected and annotated,
and observed/expected is the ratio).
Supplemental File 3. Quicktime movie showing rotation of a 3D view of the Eve+ neurons in T2-A1 in the
EVE.apo file and original EVE.apo file
Supplemental File 4. Users Manual
Instructions and additional files needed to generate a single marker atlas or multiple marker meta-atlas.
Supplemental File 5. TF single marker atlases
Folder containing single marker atlases (.apo files) for individual TF markers (pMAD, Dimm, Repo, Bar, Hb9, Ap, Eve,
and En) plus the cell statistics file for all of the neurons in each atlas.
Supplemental File 6. Gal4 single marker atlases
Folder containing single apo atlas files for all 75 Gal4 lines plus the cell statistics file for all of the cells in each atlas.
Supplemental File 7. TF meta-atlas
TF meta-atlas apo file, plus the cell statistics, and gene expression matrix files for all cells in the atlas.
Supplemental File 8. eNeuro meta-atlas
Folder containing the comprehensive meta-atlas apo file showing all 8 TF markers and 75 Gal4 markers, plus the cell
statistics file and marker expression matrix for all cells in the meta-atlas.
Supplemental File 9. Data used to validate co-expression in TF and eNeuro meta-atlases
Supplemental File 10. Look up table for merging cells into the eNeuro atlas
Supplemental File 11-15. Cell type-specific atlas files
Atlas apo atlas files for all motor neurons (defined as pMad+), all neurosecretory cells (defined as Dimm+) and all
interneurons (defined as pMad-, Dimm-, and Repo-negative), a subset of glial cells (defined as Repo+ with reproducible
cell body positions), and midline cells.
Supplemental Table 1. Interneuron diversity
Supplemental Table 2. Motor neuron diversity
Supplemental Table 3. Midline cells.
Supplemental Methods
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Supplemental Table 1. There are 81 molecularly distinct classes of interneurons in A1.
Interneuron(s) name

Marker(s) name

IN036
IN042
IN046
IN048
IN059
IN069
IN081
IN086
IN089
IN100
IN101
IN133
IN135
IN139
IN142
IN146
IN196
IN160
IN176
IN005
IN004
IN193
IN195
HLCIP
IN028
IN022
IN025
IN026
IN002
IN031
IN024
IN034
IN035
IN029
IN030
NMA
ND1
IN021
IN020
IN018
IN001
IN016

R10D02
R12A10
R12E07
R13D08
R15D07
R19A07
R21A04
R23G10
R25D09
R27A09
R29A12
R35D11
R38C08
R45D07
R46A06
R47H04
R50B02
R59D01
R65D03
R65H11
R66C01
R75G10
9-58
HB9, R33E02
R12E03, R46A06
R13D08, R55E04
R13E06, R19H09
R14E12, R15E11
R15E11, R65D03
R20A12, R38E07
R27A09, R74B12
R37G07, R75G10
R38E07, R74B12
R47H04, R54E08
R54B03, R55E04
EN, R65H11
EN, R74B12
R10D07, R11F04, R15F01
R13D08, R14E12, R15D07
R14E12, R15E11, R52B03
R17F04, R35D11, R65H11
R33G07, R64B06, R65B10

IN013
IN012
IN011

R14E12, R15E11, R45D07, R52B03, R65B10
R14E12, R15E11, R45D07, R46A06, R65B10, R71D07
R18A04, R30A02, R35D09, R35D11, R64A12, R65D03,
R66C01, R71D07

NMP
pCC

EN12E03, R26B03, R65H11, R71D07
EVE, R14E12, R15E11, R30A02, R35D09, R35D11, R65D03

MP1

HB9, R12B12, R17F04, R21B12, R23A02, R26B03,
R48G05, R53B03, R53E03

vMP2

HB9, R21A04, R30E03, R35D09, R35D11, R38C08,
R52B03, R53B03, R53F07, R59D01, R64B05, R66C01,
R71D07

IN053, IN056
IN064, IN065
IN008, IN010
IN072, IN075
IN079, IN080
IN082, IN083
IN087, IN088
IN006, IN007
IN096, IN098
IN124, IN125
IN128, IN129
IN137, IN138
IN149, IN151
IN152, IN153
IN157, IN158
IN161, IN163
IN165, IN170
IN186, IN187
NM1, NM2
IN014, IN019
ADV, AV2, TAP
EW1, EW2, GW
HVCAI, HVCM, HVCPL
IN037, IN038, IN039
IN111, IN112, IN113, IN114
ELCAL, ELCID, ELCIL, ELCIS
IN090, IN091, IN092, IN093, IN094
IN116, IN117, IN119, IN120, IN121
IN171, IN172, IN173, IN174, IN175
ELCAI, ELCAM, ELCII, ELCPI, ELCPLF,
ELCPM

R14E12
R17C08
R17F04
R19H09
R20A12
R21C06
R25C03
R25H11
R26H02
R33G07
R35D09
R38E07
R54B03
R54E06
R55E04
R64A12
R64B06
R71D07
EN, R64B05
R14E12, R14H08, R15E11
AP
EN, HB9
HB9, R11F02
R11F02
R31G06
EVE, R11F02
R25G03
R33E02
R65B10
EVE

HD1, HD2, HR1, HR3, HR4, HR5, HR7,
HVCAL, HVCAM, HVCPD

HB9

NMM, ND5, ND6, NH1, NH2, NL1, NL2, NL5,
NL6, NLC1, NLC2, NLC3, NLC4, NM3

EN

Note: interneurons in bold are uniquely labeled by a specific combination of molecular markers.
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Supplemental Table 2. There are 23 molecularly distinct classes of motor neurons in A1

pMad

TF

Gal4 line

Neurons

Eve

R15E11, R26B03, R27A09, R46A06,
R64B06, R65D03, R71D07, R74B12
9-58, R19H09, R26B03, R27A09,
R64B06, R74B12
R55C06, R64B06, R74B12

aCC

Color in
(Fig 6B)
Ocean

RP2

Sea foam

U1

Midnight

R34D08, R59D01, R64B06

U2

Aqua

None

U3, U4, U5

Blueberry

R22C10, R25H11

RP1

Spring

R25H11

HLCLD

Fern

R27A09

HLCLS

Lime

9-58

RP5

Spindrift

None

HLC2, HLCID, HLCM2, HM, RP3, RP4

Moss

R19A08

BVM1

Magenta

R17C08, R19A07

BVI1

Mocha

R12E03, R21C06, R25H11

BVI2

Cayenne

None

BDL1, BDL2, BDL3

Maraschino

R12E07, R15E11

MVUM3

Tin

R12E07

MVUM2

Steel

R12E07, R17F04

MVUM1

Nickel

R14E12, R14H08, R66C01

MAC1

Cantaloupe

R25H11

MLC27

Salmon

R27A09

MDM

Banana

R31G06
R66C01
None

MLCP
MMC4
MD, MHU, MLC21, MLC22, MLC23,
MLC24, MLC29, MMC1, MMCA, MMCC,
MMCE, MU3A, MVU2

Ice
Bubblegum
White

Hb9

Bar

None
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Supplemental Table 3. There are 20 molecularly distinct classes of midline cells in A1 .
TF

Gal4 line

HB9

R12B12 R17F04 R21B12 R23A02 R26B03 R48G05
R53B03 R53E03
R65H11
None
R12E03 R26B03 R34D08 R65H11 R71D07
R12E07 R17F04
R12E07
R12E07 R15E11
R65H11
R64B05

EN
pMad
None
EN

None
None

R38C08

EN REPO

R15E11 R65D03
R17F04 R35D11 R65H11
R66C01
R17F04
R17F04
R66C01
R17F04
None

None

R25H11

Neurons and
Glia
MP1 L
MP1 R
iVUM4
iVUM5
iVUM6
mVUM4
mVUM5
mVUM6
MNB
MNBp1 L
MNBp1 R
MNBp2 L
MNBp2 R
MNBp3 L
MNBp3 R
MNBp4 L
MNBp4 R
H-cell
H-cell sib
AMG DA1
AMG DA2
AMG DM1
AMG DM2
AMG VM
D-CG L
D-CG R
V-CG L
V-CG R
DM1
DM2

Color in Fig. 7C
Aqua
Strawberry
Orchid
Moss
Flora

Banana
Magnesium
Salmon

Mocha

Cayenne
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Supplemental methods
Cell segmentation. We developed a Vaa3D (http://Vaa3d.org/; Peng et al., 2010)
plug-in to segment cells. First, a 3D image stack was smoothed with median filter
and/or Gaussian filter to reduce noises. Then we separated the image into
background and foreground (potential cells) pixels to make later segmentation step
more robust and computationally efficient. We provided three thresholding
methods: adaptive thresholding, global 3D thresholding, and global 2D thresholding.
Adaptive thresholding detects the threshold values at uniformly sampled pixels
based on the statistical information of the local context, and then produces pixel
resolution thresholds by interpolation. Global 3D thresholding detects a unified
intensity threshold value on all pixels, assuming the background level does is more
or less constant across pixels in an image stack. Global 2D thresholdin is similar, but
thresholds are computed for each 2D plane rather then a 3D volume and a
smoothing step is applied to produce continuous thresholds between adjacent 2D
planes. After thresholding step, we used a morphological segmentation called
watershed algorithm (ref) to segment cells based on either the intensity information
or the shape information of foreground pixels (ref).
Cell annotation. The segmented cells were annotated using VANO software
(http://vano.cellexplorer.org/; Peng et al., 2009). It provides a convenient way to
annotate cells in 3D tri-views by putting the original image stack and the segmented
results side-by-side. In addition to assigning identities to the correctly segmented
cells, we also used this tool to curate automated segmentation errors. To improve
manual annotation accuracy, we also did statistical analysis of cell positions and
variations and detected outliers, i.e., the cells that are potentially wrongly
annotated. By repeating these steps several times, we achieved very high confidence
in annotating the cells.
Image registration. Vaa3D plug-in AtlasBuilder used rigid registration to map the
annotated image stacks into a standard coordinate space defined by a target stack.
The target stack was automatically determined from a randomly selected subset of
stacks as the one that minimized the summed cell position variations. We used a
subset of EVE+ cells as the control points and computed an affine transformation
that best aligned the EVE channel of a subject stack to that of the target stack. This
transformation is then applied to all the channels of an image stack. Note that this
type of rigid registration does not use local warping to align the neurons
Co-expression prediction. To predict coexpression of two markers in a single cell,
AtlasBuilder used three pref-defined rules. Distance rule requires that average
distance between the centers of the cells need to be less than a threshold (e.g., 5
pixels). Symmetry rule requires that if two cells in the left hemisegment coexpress,
their right hemisegment partners should also coexpress. Bilateral rule requires that
coexpressing cells must be in the same hemisegment, or midline. This co-expression
prediction function allows a user select their own models of expression patterns and
search for markers that are likely to be coexpressed in the cells labeled by the

marker of interest. The predicted co-expressing cells are then manually curated.
Merging. We manually generated a look up table (Supplemental File 9) indicating
the name of each cell in the final atlas and the names of the original cells to be
merged in the initial atlases. AtlasBuilder then used this lookup table to generate the
final atlas from the original atlases. The mean and standard deviation of the position
and volume of a cell in the final atlas are recomputed based on the original cells to
be merged.

